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Energy Transport along Conjugated Polymer Chains with
Extended Radiative Lifetimes: A Theoretical Study
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1. Introduction

Resonance energy transfer (RET) is a ubiquitous photophysical
process in life and materials science. Following absorption of
light, the excess energy supplied to a molecule or chromo-
phore can be dissipated by radiative decay (i.e. fluorescence or
phosphorescence) as well as through monomolecular nonra-
diative processes (internal conversion or intersystem crossing).
When several chromophores are quantum-mechanically cou-
pled, the photoinduced electronic excitations can also undergo
bimolecular events such as radiationless energy transfer.[1]

The first direct observation of electronic energy transfer was
reported in photosynthetic biological antennae.[2–6] The work-
ing mechanism of light-harvesting systems designed by Nature
relies on an energy gradient, resulting from a complex spatial
arrangement of chromophores, which efficiently funnels the
electronic excitations to the reaction center. Resonance ET
plays also a crucial role in the working principle of many opto-
electronic devices based on conjugated polymers, for example,
in photovoltaic cells[7–12] and (bio)chemical sensors[13–26] . The
charge-separation efficiency in solar cells and the detection
sensitivity in sensors rely on the ability of the photoinduced
electronic excitations or excitons to diffuse through the poly-
mer organic layer toward either dissociation zones (solar cells)
or recognition sites (sensors). This requires driving the elec-
tronic excitations over large distances to well-defined target
sites, which is difficult to reconcile with the disordered struc-
ture inherent to most conjugated polymers.

The importance of energy diffusion in artificial light-harvest-
ing systems has triggered intensive investigations aiming at
unraveling the mechanisms ruling RET. Fçrster resonant energy
transfer (FRET)[27] , which is the most conventional approach for
predicting energy transfer rates, has been recently scrutinized
for its ability to account for RET in biological and nanoscale
systems.[28] Gaining such a fundamental understanding is pivo-
tal to identify strategies giving rise to efficient energy transport
in synthetic light-harvesting architectures. Among such strat-
egies, recent work has focused on improving the degree of

conjugation along polymer chains through the surrounding
medium[29] and on reducing the amount of energetic disorder
by chemical modification of the polymer[30] as possible routes
towards enhanced exciton diffusion.

An alternative approach to boost exciton diffusion lengths
in conjugated polymers consists of extending the lifetime of
the energy carriers. In the normal diffusion regime, the exciton
mean-square displacement hx2i and diffusion length LD are
indeed related to the exciton lifetime t via Equation (1)

LD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

dDt
p

, D ¼ 1
d

lim
t!1

x2ðtÞh i
t

ð1Þ

where D is the diffusion coefficient and d the dimensionality. If
energy transfer follows FRET, the decrease in transition dipole
moments associated with enhanced radiative lifetimes is ac-
companied by a decrease in diffusion coefficient, as the latter
essentially involves dipole–dipole coupling. Because the two
effects scale quadratically with the transition dipole moment in
a weakly coupling, Fçrster-like picture, they should cancel out
and leave LD essentially unchanged. However, all possible
mechanisms going beyond FRET could disrupt this subtle bal-
ance and have an impact on the energy-migration efficiency.

In an attempt to increase excitation transport with this ap-
proach, Swager and co-workers designed and synthesized con-
jugated polymers including triphenylene (TPE) units in the poly-
mer backbone, namely, poly(triphenylenebutadiyne)s, PTPE.
The triphenylene unit, which is known to have a symmetry-for-
bidden S1–S0 electronic transition, retains some of its individual
characteristics in the corresponding polymers, which thereby
feature increased radiative (as well as nonradiative) lifetimes in
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comparison to the reference poly(p-phenylenebutadiyne)s,
PPE.[31] Fluorescence depolarization measurements in solution
revealed higher degrees of depolarization for the TPE-based
polymers, which suggest increased diffusion lengths along the
PTPE polymer chains and deviations from the simple dipole–
dipole mechanism.

Intrigued by these experimental results, we performed a the-
oretical investigation of the ground- and excited-state geomet-
ric and electronic structures of PPE and PTPE polymer chains,
with the main emphasis on the interplay between conforma-
tional disorder, excited state localization, radiative lifetimes,
and energy-transfer rates.

2. Theoretical Methodology

2.1. Quantum-Chemical Calculations

The optical properties of phenylenebutadiyne (OPEn) and tri-
phenylenebutadiyne oligomers (OTPEn), where n is the number
of monomer units, were computed at semiempirical and ab
initio levels: INDO/SCI[32] calculations were performed on the
basis of the AM1[33] (AM1/SCI) optimized ground-state (excited-
state) geometries. TDDFT (TDHF) calculations were performed
on the basis of the DFT-B3LYP[34, 35] and PBE1PBE[36] (HF) opti-
mized ground-state geometries. The active space used in the
INDO/SCI calculations includes 20 n molecular orbitals for OPEn

oligomers and 20 n + 40 molecular orbitals for OTPEn oligom-
ers, which is large enough to ensure full convergence of the
excited-state properties (i.e. , excitation energies and transition
dipole moments). The radiative lifetimes in vacuum can be
readily obtained by inserting the calculated transition dipole
moments from the lowest excited state to the ground state m

(in debye) and the corresponding excitation frequency n (in
hertz) into the expression for the Einstein coefficient for spon-
taneous emission [Eq. (2)]

t�1
vac ¼

8p2v3

3e0c3�h
mj j2 ð2Þ

Corrections due to screening and local field effects in solu-
tion were estimated by using a simple continuum dielectric
model accounting for the elongated shape of the oligomers
[Eq. (3)]

t�1 ¼ nL2t�1
vac ð3Þ

where n is the refractive index of the solvent (in this case n =

1.4242 for dichloromethane used in ref. [31]), and L the local
field factor that relates the microscopic local electric field to
the macroscopic electric field.[18] In the case of a spherical
solute embedded in a solvent with the same polarizability, the
field factor takes on the usual Lorentz form [Eq. (4)]

LL ¼
n2 þ 2

3
ð4Þ

For elongated (ellipsoidal) molecules and different (isotropic)
polarizabilities between solute and solvent, L is written as

Equation (5)

L ¼ n2

n2 þ ð1� n2ÞAc � 3Acða� AcÞðn2 � 1Þ c

4pe0 abc

ð5Þ

where Ac is a geometrical factor related to the cylindrical
shape of the molecule[37] , a, b, and c are the principal axes of
the ellipsoidal cavity representing the solute, and c is the po-
larizability of the molecule, calculated here at the AM1 level.[33]

2.2. Electronic Coupling and Energy-Transfer Rates

To disentangle the long-range (Coulombic or “through-space”,
TS) and direct overlap (“through-bond”, TB) contributions to
the electronic coupling between conjugated segments along
the same polymer chain (see ref. [38] for more details), we cal-
culated the excited-state splitting in symmetric bichromophor-
ic configurations defined by introducing a torsion angle f
(ranging from 0 to 908) between the two innermost units. For
f= 908, the wavefunction overlap between the donor and ac-
ceptor subunits is zero, so that only TS contributions are oper-
ative. At smaller angles, both TB and TS interactions contribute
to the overall splitting. We also computed directly the Cou-
lomb excitonic couplings entering a Fçrster-like model for RET.
To account for the detailed chemical structures of the interact-
ing conformational subunits, a multipolar representation of the
transition dipole moments was used. Within this distributed
monopole model, the electronic couplings are expressed as a
sum over pairwise interactions between INDO/SCI atomic tran-
sition densities associated with the relevant excited states of
the interacting chromophores [Eq. (6)][39–44]:

Vda ¼
1

4pe0

X

m

X

n

qdðmÞqaðnÞVðm; nÞ ð6Þ

where qd(m) [qa(n)] represents the transition density on site m
[n] for the lowest optical excitation of the donor [acceptor] ,
and V(m,n) the electron–electron interaction potential, here
taken to be the Mataga–Nishimoto potential as implemented
in ZINDO.[45] Note that gas phase transition densities were
used here, as we expect the nearest-neighbor interactions that
are primarily involved in the energy-diffusion process to be
only weakly affected by the local environment.[46]

Assuming weak couplings between molecules, the energy
transfer rate from donor to acceptor is given by the Fermi
golden rule [Eq. (7)]

kda ¼
2p

�h
Vdaj j2Jda ð7Þ

where Jda represents the spectral overlap between the donor
emission and the acceptor absorption spectra, normalized on
an energy scale. The optical spectra were simulated by using
an undistorted, displaced, harmonic-oscillator model account-
ing for two effective vibrational modes: 1) a “high-frequency”
mode, representative of the dominant carbon–carbon stretch-
ing and ring-breathing vibrational motions; and 2) a “low-fre-
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quency” mode, that accounts for the librational motions be-
tween repeating units but also effectively encompasses modes
associated with the solvent bath.[47–49]

The Huang–Rhys factors Si associated with each vibrational
mode with frequency ni, are extracted from the corresponding
relaxation energies Erel

i by using Equation (8)

Si ¼
Erel

i

hvi

ð8Þ

These factors provide a direct measurement of the changes
in equilibrium geometry along normal mode i on going from
the ground-state to the lowest electronic excited-state equili-
brium geometry. In this work, the energy of the high-frequency
modes is fixed to a value of 0.2 eV, and we extract the corre-
sponding Si factors from the relaxation energies calculated at
the AM1/SCI level for planar conformers. The frequency and
displacements for the low-frequency mode are adjusted to re-
produce the Stokes shifts measured for PTPE and PPE in meth-
ylene chloride (ca. 0.24 and ca. 0.15 eV, respectively).[31]

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Equilibrium Ground-State
Geometries

Spectroscopic properties of con-
jugated polymers and molecules
strongly depend on their geo-
metric structure. We thus ex-
plored the configurational space
of several OPEn and OTPEn

oligomers at different levels of
theory (AM1, HF, and DFT). More
specifically, we focused on two
geometrical parameters that di-
rectly determine the overall con-
formation and rigidity of the pol-
ymer chains, namely, the dihe-
dral angle f between successive
repeating units and the bond
angle q around a triple bond, re-
spectively (see Scheme 1).

At all levels of theory, we found two local minima for f
�0–258 and 1808 in both series of oligomers, corresponding
to syn and anti configurations of the bulky triphenylene units
in OTPEn (see Scheme 1). As expected from the cylindrical sym-
metry of the triple bonds, the potential-energy surface along
the interunit dihedral angle is very flat in oligophenylenebuta-
diynes, with a barrier height at 908 on the order of kT at room
temperature. The barrier is larger in oligotriphenylenebuta-
diynes because of the steric hindrance generated by the bulky
triphenylene units.

Table 1 collects the ground-state energies of some relevant
geometric configurations for a model dimer. Most strikingly,
the equilibrium bond angle in OTPE2 significantly shifts from
the ideal linear configuration, with qeq�1758 at both AM1 and
DFT levels (the corresponding angle is 1808 in OPE2). This devi-
ation from the geometric structure expected for sp-hybridized
carbon atoms originates from the steric hindrance between
the triple bond and the triphenylene moiety and results in
bent structures, as shown in Scheme 2.

The calculated equilibrium geometries provide an alternative
framework to rationalize the increased depolarization meas-
ured by Swager and co-workers in PTPE.[31] One would indeed
expect faster depolarization of the photoluminescence signal

Scheme 1. Chemical structures and relevant bond angle q and dihedral angle f in OPEn and OTPEn oligomers.
R = OCH3.

Table 1. Relative energies for different geometric configurations of OPE2 and OTPE2 dimers.

Dihedral angle (f) Bond angle (q)
DFT-B3LYP HF AM1 DFT-B3LYP

f [8] Erel [kcal mol�1] f [8] Erel [kcal mol�1] q [8] Erel [kcal mol�1] q [8] Erel [kcal mol�1]

OTPE2

20.4 0 25.3 0 170 0.4 170 2.03
90[a] 1.77 90 1.15[a] 175 0 175 0
179.7 1.07 175.6 0.49 180 0.17 180 0.7

OPE2

0 0 0 0 170 1 170 6
90[a] 0.53 90 0.3[a] 175 0.21 175 1.8
179.9 0.17 179.9 0.2 180 0 180 0

[a] Transition state.

Scheme 2. Rigid and bent structures of OPE4 and OTPE4, respectively.
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in chains that are prone to adopting a banana shape, as is the
case for PTPE as opposed to the stiffer PPE. We applied a
random growth algorithm to generate PTPE and PPE polymer
chains based on the B3LYP bond-angle potential. Examples of
chains that we obtained with this approach are shown in
Figure 1: the PTPE chains adopt a coiled-like arrangement as
opposed to the rigid-rod PPE chains. This is quantified by the
calculated end-to-end distances of hRee = 92 nm in PPE and

hReei= 42 nm in PTPE, after averaging over 1000 realizations of
a 100-unit-long polymer chain. Our simulations for PPE qualita-
tively reproduce the trends observed experimentally by
Swager et al. that low molecular weight fractions of this poly-
mer show rigid-rod behavior[50] . On the other hand, PTPE
chains show a higher propensity to behave as “wormlike”
chains.

3.2. Electronic Coupling

In this section, we discuss electronic coupling in OPEn and
OTPEn oligomers, considering both through-space and
through-bond contributions and focusing mainly on the influ-
ence of units with long radiative lifetime along the polymer
backbone. As in ref. [38] , we consider a symmetric “donor (D)–
acceptor (A)” bichromophore (where D�A) with the two
planar conjugated segments separated by a conformational
kink (the dihedral angle f between the innermost repeating
units). The total coupling is then obtained as half the energy
splitting between the lowest two adiabatic excited states of
the system. The results obtained for OTPEn and OPEn of equiva-
lent sizes are reported in Figure 2.

As reported previously in the case of OPEn-based bichromo-
phores,[38] a strong decrease in electronic coupling is calculated
1) with increasing dihedral angle as a result of the reduced
overlap between the donor and acceptor wavefunctions and
the resulting lower TB contributions, and 2) with increasing
conjugation length, because of the reduced end-to-end over-
lap in the more extended p-conjugated segments (smaller TB
contributions) together with the larger center-to-center separa-
tion (smaller TS contributions).

Figure 2 also shows that the electronic couplings (both TB
and TS) are smaller in OTPEn than in OPEn of similar lengths.
This can be understood from the “crossed p delocalization”
over the repeating TPE units, which reduces the weights of the
wavefunction along the polymer chains and therefore also the

“longitudinal” delocalization. As a result, triphenylene-based
polymer chains should be more prone to disorder-induced ex-
cited-state localization. In addition, as the quantum-chemical
interactions mediating energy diffusion are weaker, less effi-
cient energy transport is expected along TPE-based polymers,
whatever the actual mechanism (TS vs TB, weak vs strong cou-
pling).

3.3. Spectroscopic Properties

The INDO/SCI vertical excitation energies computed for mole-
cules in their electronic ground-state and excited-state geo-
metric structures and the corresponding radiative lifetimes (in
the gas phase and corrected for solvent-screening effects) are
presented in Table 2.

From Table 2, the following conclusions can be drawn: 1) A
systematic lowering of the lowest optical transition energy is
predicted at all levels of theory on going from OPEn to OTPEn,
in good agreement with experiment, and the energy difference
decreases with increasing oligomer length. For instance, the
INDO/SCI vertical transition energy from the ground-state ge-
ometry is about 0.6 eV smaller in OTPE1 than in OPE1, while the
corresponding energy difference is only about 0.1 eV for the
hexamers (n = 6). This points to different dependences of the
spectroscopic properties on the number of repeating units in
the two different polymers. 2) There are significant quantitative
differences between the excitation energies computed by the
different approaches. While TDHF strongly overestimates the
vertical transition energies in all cases, the TDDFT calculations
yield results that are similar to INDO/SCI for short chains but
significantly lower values in extended p systems. This can be
traced back to issues related to a proper description of long-
range interactions with the common DFT functionals.[34, 51–56]

It is also instructive to plot the chain-length-dependent
bathochromic shift with respect to monomer absorption, as
this provides direct insight into the degree of electronic com-
munication along the conjugated chains. The results, reported
in Figure 3 and fully supported by the experimental spectro-
scopic data, show that the overall energy stabilization from
monomer to polymer is about two times smaller in PTPE com-
pared to PPE. In addition, the excitation energies converge

Figure 1. OPE100 (left) and OTPE100 chains (right) generated from a random-
growth algorithm based on the B3LYP potential for the bond angle q.

Figure 2. Evolution of the total electronic coupling with dihedral angle be-
tween the two innermost units of OPEn/OTPEn-based bichromophores.
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faster to their asymptotic values in PTPE (after about three re-
peating units in OTPEn as opposed to about six in OPEn). These
two findings support the view presented above that electronic
coupling between the repeating units is significantly smaller in
the triphenylene-based polymer.

The radiative lifetimes inferred from semiempirical and ab
initio quantum-chemical excited-state calculations are reported
in Table 3, which shows that: 1) Both semiempirical and ab
initio quantum-chemical calculations reproduce qualitatively
the measured enhanced radiative lifetimes from OPEn to
OTPEn. Inclusion of implicit solvent results in lower radiative
lifetimes, as expected from screening effects. 2) Except for the
monomer and the TDHF results, all methods provide consis-
tent radiative lifetimes in OPEn. 3) The OTPEn oligomers with
n�2 display radiative lifetimes that are significantly smaller
than that of the monomer (>100 ns[31]), indicative of at least

Table 2. Calculated vertical excitation energies for absorption Eabs and emission Eemn in OPEn/OTPEn as a function of oligomer length.

n Eabs (INDO/SCI) [eV] Eemn (INDO/SCI) [eV] Eabs (TDDFT-B3LYP) [eV] Eabs (TDDFT-PBE1PBE) [eV] Eabs (TDHF) [eV]

OPEn 1 3.91 3.82 3.87 3.95 4.84
2 3.18 2.82 2.94 3.03 4.11
3 3.04 2.78 2.55 2.65 3.88
4 2.97 2.73 2.35 2.46 3.78
5 2.93 2.73 – – –
6 2.91 2.73 – – –
7 2.89 2.73 – – –
PPE (exptl)[a] Eabs = 2.88 eV, Eemn = 2.73 eV

OTPEn 1 3.35 3.13 3.2 3.34 4.34
2 2.97 2.64 2.57 2.69 3.91
3 2.88 2.67 2.29 2.4 3.73
4 2.84 2.57 – – –
5 2.82 2.57 – – –
6 2.82 2.57 – – –
TPPE (exptl)[b] Eabs = 2.58 eV, Eemn = 2.34 eV

[a] Poly(1,4-diethynyl-6-methoxy-3-decyloxybenzene) in dichloromethane.[31] [b] Poly[2,3-(1,4-cyclohexanylene)-1,4-diethynyl-6,7,10,11-tetraethylhexyloxytri-
phenylene] in dichloromethane.[31]

Figure 3. Chain-length-dependent INDO/SCI bathochromic displacements
from monomer to n-mer in OPEn and OTPEn. The measured shifts between
the monomer and polymer absorption peaks in methylene chloride solu-
tions are shown for comparison.[57]

Table 3. Computed radiative lifetimes tR for OPEn and OTPEn oligomers.

Polymer n tR (INDO/SCI,
vacuum) [ns]

tR (INDO/SCI, CH2Cl2) [ns] tR (DFT-B3LYP,
vacuum) [ns]

tR (DFT-PBE1PBE,
vacuum) [ns]

tR (HF,
vacuum) [ns]

OPEn 2 4.25 2.6 1.89 1.78 1.06
3 1.99 1.28 1.39 1.24 0.65
4 1.48 0.98 1.09 1.01 0.47
5 1.16 0.78 – – –
6 0.98 0.67 – – –
7 0.86 0.59 – – –
PPE (exptl)[a] 0.9

OTPEn 2 5.69 3.08 5.19 4.43 1.99
3 2.63 1.57 2.67 2.45 1.04
4 2.18 1.54 1.99 1.85 –
5 2.44 1.4 – – –
6 1.7 1.12 – – –
PTPE (exptl)[b, c] 6.7,[b] 9[c]

[a] Poly(1,4-diethynyl-6-methoxy-3-decyloxybenzene) in dichloromethane.[31] [b] Poly[2,3-[1,4-cyclohexanylene]-1,4-diethynyl-6,7,10,11-tetraethylhexyloxy-tri-
phenylene] in dichloromethane.[31] [c] Poly(1,4-diethynyl-6,7,10,11-tetraethylhexyloxytriphenylene) in dichloromethane.[57]
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some conjugation disturbing the
threefold symmetry of the tri-
phenylene moieties. In the case
of OPEn, theory and experiment
shows a reasonable agreement
when the measured radiative
lifetimes are compared to those
calculated for the longest conju-
gated segments (5–7 repeating
units). In contrast, the calcula-
tions suggest that a much small-
er radiative lifetime would be ob-
tained regardless of the method-
ology used if the effective conju-
gation length in OTPEn exceeded
two monomer units. In view of
the overall reasonable agree-
ment between the measured
and calculated spectroscopic
data and the fact that the same
trends are observed irrespective
of the applied quantum-chemi-
cal approach, we conclude that
the conjugation length in PTPE
must be significantly shorter
than in PPE. This is fully consis-
tent with the electronic coupling
analysis above and suggests that
conformational disorder chops
off the polymer chains into sub-
segments that are on average
5–7 repeating units long in PPE
but only 2–3 units long in PTPE.

3.4. Energy-Transfer Rates

We now turn to the energy-transfer rates, as computed in the
weak coupling regime and retaining only the through-space
contributions to the electronic coupling. We previously
showed that conformational subunits along PPE chains interact
mostly by weak Coulombic coupling.[38] The electronic cou-
plings and spectral overlaps between different combinations
of donors and acceptors of increasing size are listed in Table 4.

Table 4 shows that 1) VDA(OPEn)>VDA(OTPEn). This result has
been discussed previously and originates from the reduced
transition dipoles of the long-radiative-lifetime OTPEn oligom-
ers compared to OPEn oligomers of the same length. 2) The
electronic coupling diminishes with increasing donor and ac-
ceptor size owing to the increased center-to-center separation.
3) Because the spectral overlaps are similar in both types of
oligomers, OPEn exhibit larger hopping rates than OTPEn of
equivalent lengths. This is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows
the nearest-neighbor hopping rates for donors and acceptors
of different sizes.

Thus, despite the fact that electronic excitations on PTPE
polymer chains have longer (radiative) lifetimes, their diffusion
is slower. The two effects may therefore cancel out to yield

similar exciton diffusion lengths in dilute solutions of both pol-
ymers. The quantitative determination of exciton diffusion
lengths is beyond the scope of this work, as it critically de-
pends on the conformational potential-energy surface of the
polymers, which itself varies with the nature of the solvent,
side chains, temperature, and so on.

A rough estimate of LD can be obtained from a random-walk
model and by use of Equation (1) with averaged hopping rates
and hopping distances calculated between conjugated seg-
ments of about 2–3 repeating units in PTPE and about 5–7
units in PPE (corresponding to the averaged conjugation
lengths inferred for both polymers from the spectroscopic re-
sults).

The averaged hopping rates calculated for short OTPEn and
long OPEn oligomers are very similar, but the distance covered
by a single hopping step (lhop in Table 5) is 1.5–3 times larger
in PPE chains with extended conjugation, and the exciton life-
time 3–6 times smaller. Altogether, this results in diffusion
lengths that are of comparable magnitudes when taking into
account the large uncertainties in the model. Note that these
values are very likely largely overestimated, as energetic and
positional disorders have been neglected. More work is there-
fore needed to rationalize the larger depolarization of the pho-
toluminescence measured in triphenylene-based polymers

Table 4. Energy-hopping parameters for different combinations of donors and acceptors.

OPEn OTPEn

nD nA VDA [cm�1] JDA [cm] kDA [ps�1] nD nA VDA [cm�1] JDA [cm] kDA [ps�1]

2 2 183 1.23 � 10�5 0.49 2 2 120 2.41 � 10�5 0.41
3 161 7.85 � 10�5 2.41 3 115 6.04 � 10�5 0.94
4 133 1.21 � 10�4 2.54 4 95 8.88 � 10�5 0.94
5 111 1.54 � 10�4 2.22 5 64 1.03 � 10�4 0.49
6 94 1.7 � 10�4 1.77 6 – – –
7 80 1.78 � 10�4 1.35 7 – – –

3 3 145 4.92 � 10�5 1.23 3 3 107 3.44 � 10�5 0.46
4 123 8.98 � 10�5 1.6 4 90 6.04 � 10�5 0.57
5 104 1.12 � 10�4 1.42 5 62 7.18 � 10�5 0.32
6 88 1.25 � 10�4 1.14 6 – – –
7 77 1.33 � 10�4 0.92 7 – – –

4 4 96 3.81 � 10�5 0.41 4 4 64 3.11 � 10�5 0.15
5 82 5.4 � 10�5 0.43 5 46 3.8 � 10�5 0.09
6 70 7.16 � 10�5 0.42 6 – – –
7 62 7.91 � 10�5 0.36 7 – – –

Figure 4. Energy transfer rates as a function of acceptor size for donor sizes ND = 2 and ND = 4 (left) and for
ND = NA (right).
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compared to PPE and previously ascribed to improved exciton
diffusion along polymer chains incorporating extended-lifetime
units.[31] Though definitive conclusions cannot be drawn at this
stage, it is useful to recall that PTPE chains very likely display
shorter persistence lengths than their PPE counterparts, as a
result of steric hindrance induced by the bulky triphenylene
groups. For similar diffusion lengths to those predicted here,
PTPE would thus show enhanced emission depolarization.

4. Conclusions

We have assessed the spectroscopic features of triphenylene-
based polymer chains using both semi-empirical and ab initio
theoretical approaches. The detailed analysis of the ground-
state equilibrium geometries revealed that PTPE shows bent,
banana-like structures owing to steric effects associated with
the bulky side groups. The calculated radiative lifetimes for
oligomers of increasing length show good agreement with the
experimental results in the corresponding polymers, if one as-
sumes a smaller effective conjugation length in PTPE com-
pared to PPE. This is fully consistent with the reduced electron-
ic coupling between the repeating units along the PTPE
chains. In the weak-coupling regime, similar hopping rates are
computed between subunits of the averaged conjugation
lengths in both polymer chains. On that basis, the increased
lifetime should result in a larger exciton diffusion length in
PTPE. A simple random-walk model, however, yields compara-
ble LD values, as the larger number of hops performed by a sin-
glet excitation within its lifetime in PTPE is compensated by
the smaller hopping distance (associated with the reduced
conjugation length). The increased depolarization observed ex-
perimentally for PTPE and other polymers with enhanced radi-
ative lifetimes is therefore not supported by the hopping cal-
culations presented here. We are now extending these calcula-
tions to the strong-coupling regime to check whether the
same conclusions would apply in this case. Alternatively, the
bent equilibrium conformation of PTPE chains might play a
central role in depolarizing light emission as excitons migrate
along the polymer chains.
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